
 

 

Literacy 

Our Literacy this term will be based around Shakespeare’s Macbeth. For the 

first two weeks back, we will be writing a descriptive scene setting using 

Macbeth & Banquo’s first meeting with the witches and a narrative of the 

murder of King Duncan from different points of view. After this, we will be 

focusing on a newspaper report on events in Macbeth before moving on to 

persuasive writing about our puppets and the ‘witches stew’ we will be 

making in DT. Finally, we will be writing free verse about the three witches.  

 

Our Shakespearean workshops will now take place on Friday 11 March.  

Learning Challenge Curriculum – DT focus 

As part of the Learning Challenge Curriculum, we will be covering the ‘5 W’s in relation to Shakespeare’s Macbeth and 

how to make our own version with marionette style puppets. 

 

How do I build a puppet? 

What is a prototype and can I build one for my puppet? 

What tools and materials will be fit for purpose? 

How will I prepare and connect the components of my puppet (including stitching using a sewing machine)? 

How will I ensure my puppet portrays the character effectively? 

Can I evaluate and improve my designs? 

Mathematics 

This half term Y6 will be covering 

● Ratio and proportion 

● Measures (time and conversion) 

● Measures (area, perimeter and volume) 

● Geometry (properties of shape and angles) 

● Geometry (coordinates, translations, reflections and reflective 

symmetry) 

● Statistics (tables, charts and graphs, pictograms) 

Year 5 will be looking at fractions, decimals and percentages, geometry 

(properties of shape), statistics and problem solving, 

●  

Please practise the times tables (1-12) with your child at home, to help 

them recall the times tables at a faster pace, which will greatly help 

them achieve across all areas of mathematics. 

‘Times Table Rockstars’ greatly helps with this - 

https://ttrockstars.com/ 

  

Another excellent resource to help your child with their maths - 

https://www.prodigygame.com/ 

 

Your child should know their logins for these websites, please ask them 

to ask their class teacher if they do not. 
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Topic 

‘Something Wicked this way comes’- Macbeth 

 

 

Art/PHSE/PE/MFL 

In Art, we will be looking at and drawing people in 

movement this half term. We will investigate how 

different artists have shown figures in movement 

before moving on to look at the work of Henry  Moore 

and consider their different styles, before applying 

some of these ideas to our own work, using a range of 

techniques including using marks and lines to produce 

texture and organising line, tone, shape and colour to 

represent mood and feelings 

In PHSE, our topics will include the working world 

(particularly in- app purchases) and keeping/staying 

safe (water safety). 

In PE this half term, we will be working on contemporary 

dances based on Macbeth. However, please ensure your child’s 

PE kit remains in school all week, as PE sessions are open to 

change. 5/6H does PE on Tuesday; 5/6L and 5/6M do PE on 

Friday. 

In French, we will be revising greetings, names, family, 

numbers, the alphabet, places in the locality before moving on 

to the journey to school and directions. Finally, we will look at 

celebrations and food as a basis for building sentences. 

Music/ICT 

In ICT, we will be considering how to create our own animated stories, structuring and 

controlling the timing of events and when objects need to be visible before adding voice sounds 

and interactive user features to a scene – designing, writing and debugging programs that 

accomplish specific goals 

In music, we will be using boomwhackers with a focus on chords and pitch notation. 

Science 

For Science we will be continuing our light and electricity topic. We will be identifying the 

importance of major discoveries in electricity, use recognised symbols when representing a simple 

circuit in a diagraph observing and explain the effect of differing volts in a circuit. We will 

investigate variations in how components function in a circuit before we conduct our own 

investigations based on fair testing, recording data and reporting findings. 

 

https://ttrockstars.com/
https://www.prodigygame.com/

